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Marine viruses have a huge impact on marine life: it is estimated that they
daily kill about 20% of the ocean biomass. However, marine viruses are poorly
known and characterized. One lever that could help to give better knowledge
of marine viruses is marine metagenomics [Sut07].
Between 2009 and 2011, the TARA Ocean [EC11] expedition sampled oceans
at different depths, for different sizes of organisms. This project gave rise to a
huge amount of scientific data, and specifically to metagenomic sequences.
Standard annotation tools such as MEGAN [DAJS07], PhyloPythiaS [PRH+11]
and Phymm [AS09], are either sequence-homology or composition based and
they largely depends on the already available reference sequences. As viral
sequences are highly divergent, the annotation of such data is very poor (in
previous marine viral metagenomic studies, over 90% of sequences have no rec-
ognized homology [Sut07]).
It is therefore necessary to change the paradigm of current methods to improve
the detection of viral sequences in metagenomes using other sources of informa-
tion such as protein structure. Our goals are both to develop new methods and
databases and to contribute measuring the impact of virus over marine ecosys-
tems. We want first to adapt recently developed methods combining sequence
and structure information.
A family of proteins, the capsid proteins, is present in every all viruses. Due to
geometrical constrains on the viral capsid, these proteins are limited to a very
small number of folds [KB11]. Moreover these folds are characteristic of the
shape of the viral capsid [SC13]. Thus, identifying the fold of a protein present
in a metagenomic dataset could help to identify the type of virus it is associated
to.

In the PEPS VAG project, we aim at developing and adapting methods that
allow designing robust sequential protein patterns taking advantage of structural
information and applying them on a viral fraction of TARA Ocean metagenomic
data. Aside from the novel developments, existing fold recognition methods like
FROST will be adapted to our goals. FROST has been developed in the team
of JF Gibrat with whom we collaborated [JRJ+02]. Given a protein structure
library, it assigns its most probable fold to a given sequence. We will build a
library of capsid folds by comparing the protein structures of similar capsids.
We will also add the information of MIRs (Most Interacting Residues) developed
by one of the participating teams [PEB+04] to improve its performance. MIRs
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are positions dispersed along the sequence, predicted from folding simulations
on a lattice. They allow to give a signature of a fold, because they statistically
correspond to residues compulsory on a structural point of view.

We are also developing a novel methodology in the PEPS VAG. The idea
is to extract portions of proteins – called contact motifs – capturing strong
structural conservation along with relevant sequential signals. We are heading to
develop short signatures at the sequential level of characteristic structures, such
as capsids, that can be used to find their occurrences on sequenced data. Our
method identifies characteristic structural motifs of capsid proteins of a same
fold from which we deduce a characteristic signal of the underlying sequence.
We present here the first experiment we made on the viral fraction of station
23 of TARA Oceans at the Deep Chlorophyll Maximum depth.
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